
AndaSeat Unveils Advanced Ergonomic
Solutions at COMPUTEX 2024

WASHINGTON, UNITED STATES, June 4,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- AndaSeat,

recognized for its contributions to

ergonomic seating solutions,

presented a range of innovative

products at COMPUTEX 2024. The

event, held at the Taipei Nangang

Exhibition Center, provided a platform

for AndaSeat to exhibit products

designed to enhance both gaming and

professional environments.

Kaiser 4 Series: Ergonomic Excellence

The Kaiser 4 XL was a significant feature at the exhibition. This model includes a high backrest to

support the entire spine, adjustable 5D armrests for precise customization, and a multi-tilt

mechanism allowing a recline angle of up to 135 degrees. Constructed with a robust steel frame

and upholstered in AndaSeat ArteDiPelle™ leather, the chair is designed for durability and

comfort. The high-density foam padding aims to provide lasting comfort, suitable for extended

gaming or work sessions.

Phantom 3 Series: Versatility and Comfort

The Phantom 3 Series, available in black and gray, was another highlight. These chairs feature an

adaptive mesh backrest for optimal airflow and support, a highly adjustable seat, and a dynamic

lumbar support system that responds to the user’s movements. Designed with versatility in

mind, the Phantom 3 Series is intended to meet the needs of both gaming and professional

settings.

Adaptive Chassis Mesh Chairs: Black and Gray Variants

AndaSeat also showcased the Adaptive Chassis Mesh Chairs, available in black and gray. These

chairs are equipped with a flexible mesh backrest that adapts to the user’s posture, promoting

better airflow and comfort. The adaptive chassis system includes a dynamic seat pan and

adjustable lumbar support, designed to provide ergonomic support throughout various seating

positions.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.andaseat.com
https://www.andaseat.com/products/andaseat-kaiser-4-premium-gaming-chair?utm_source=PR&amp;utm_medium=LINK&amp;utm_campaign=Kaiser4PreOrder&amp;utm_id=Public+Relation+Caroline&amp;utm_content=CarolineChen


MagneXtreme Desk: A Preview of Upcoming Innovations

One of the highlights of AndaSeat’s showcase was the introduction of the MagneXtreme Desk, an

upcoming product that has not yet been released to the market. This innovative desk was

presented at COMPUTEX 2024 to build anticipation among global consumers. The MagneXtreme

Desk is designed to elevate both work and gaming experiences with its advanced features and

user-centric design.

The MagneXtreme Desk features a smart electric lift system that allows users to switch

effortlessly between sitting and standing positions. With a height adjustment system, the desk

ensures quick and responsive changes in position. A notable aspect of the MagneXtreme Desk is

its modular magnetic accessory system. This system includes a 3D-printed headphone holder, a

cup holder, and various round magnetic attachments that can be easily reconfigured to suit the

user’s needs. The magnetic attachments allow for a customizable and clutter-free workspace,

enhancing the overall functionality of the desk.

Monitor Mounts: Enhanced Viewing Flexibility

AndaSeat presented a range of monitor mounts designed to complement their ergonomic

furniture. The 9kg single-arm mount, 9kg dual-arm mount, and 15kg RGB mount offer robust

build quality and versatile design. These mounts are adjustable to support various viewing

angles and include quick-release mechanisms for easy installation. The 15kg RGB monitor mount

features integrated lighting, designed to enhance the visual experience for gamers.

Smart Safety and Technical Precision

AndaSeat's new offerings emphasize smart safety and technical precision. For example, the

MagneXtreme Desk includes an obstacle detection system to ensure safe operation during

height adjustments. The desk’s structure is reinforced with 2.5mm thick tubing to provide

stability, and it features a large 800mm detachable cable tray to help keep the workspace

organized.

The response from COMPUTEX 2024 attendees was positive. Visitors, including esports

professionals and technology enthusiasts, appreciated the design and functionality of AndaSeat’s

products. The Kaiser 4 XL and MagneXtreme Desk received particular attention for their

ergonomic features and user-focused design. Attendees expressed interest in the forthcoming

release of the MagneXtreme Desk, indicating strong anticipation for its market debut.

As COMPUTEX 2024 concludes, AndaSeat’s innovations highlight its ongoing commitment to

advancing ergonomic design. The company continues to develop products aimed at enhancing

user comfort and productivity.

About AndaSeat: AndaSeat has been at the forefront of gaming furniture innovation since its

inception. Initially focused on manufacturing race car seats, AndaSeat transitioned its expertise

to the gaming world, producing chairs that prioritize comfort, design, and functionality. Today,

AndaSeat remains a leading brand in the ergonomic seating industry, committed to improving



the gaming and professional experiences of its users.
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